Adaptive evolution of \textit{HoxA-11} and \textit{HoxA-13} at the origin of the uterus in mammals
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The evolution of morphological characters is mediated by the evolution of developmental genes. Evolutionary changes can either affect cis-regulatory elements, leading to differences in their temporal and spatial regulation, or affect the coding region. Although there is ample evidence for the importance of cis-regulatory evolution, it has only recently been shown that transcription factors do not remain functionally equivalent during evolution. These results suggest that the evolution of transcription factors may play an active role in the evolution of development. To test this idea we investigated the molecular evolution of two genes essential for the development and function of the mammalian female reproductive organs, \textit{HoxA-11} and \textit{HoxA-13}. We predicted that if coding-region evolution plays an active role in developmental evolution, then these genes should have experienced adaptive evolution at the origin of the mammalian female reproductive system. We report the sequences of \textit{HoxA-11} from basal mammalian and amniote taxa and analyse \textit{HoxA-11} and \textit{HoxA-13} for signatures of adaptive molecular evolution. The data demonstrate that these genes were under strong positive (directional) selection in the stem lineage of therian and eutherian mammals, coincident with the origin of the uterus and vagina. These results support the idea that adaptive evolution of transcription factors can be an integral part in the evolution of novel structures.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Hox genes are a family of highly conserved homeodomain-containing transcription factors that are homologous to genes in the \textit{Drosophila} Antp and Ubx complexes (Shashikant \textit{et al.} 1991; Ruddle \textit{et al.} 1994). The primary function of \textit{Hox} genes in bilaterians is morphogenesis and patterning the body axis (McGinnis & Krumlauf 1992). In mammals, 13 different paralogous groups of \textit{Hox} genes have been identified in four clusters (\textit{HoxA-HoxD}), with two to four members of each paralogue group. The \textit{Hox} clusters are thought to have arisen from tandem duplications of a single ancestral gene and subsequent cluster duplication (Kappen \textit{et al.} 1989). Divergence among \textit{Hox} genes and their functions is thought to be a source of many of the differences in animal body plans (Holland 1992).

In vertebrates, \textit{Hox} genes have acquired several secondary functions in addition to their role in morphogenesis and pattern formation, including the development of limbs (Haack & Gruss 1993) and urogenital organs (Hsieh-Li \textit{et al.} 1995; Taylor \textit{et al.} 1997; reviewed in Kobayashi & Behringer 2003). In mammals, expression of the Abd-B related \textit{HoxA} genes \textit{HoxA-9}, \textit{HoxA-10}, \textit{HoxA-11} and \textit{HoxA-13} along the paramesonephric (Müllerian) duct is essential for the development and function of the female reproductive tract (Taylor \textit{et al.} 1997). These genes continue to be expressed in adults (figure 1a) and two, \textit{HoxA-10} and \textit{HoxA-11}, are required for successful implantation of mammalian blastocysts (Hsieh-Li \textit{et al.} 1995; Satokata \textit{et al.} 1995). In addition to expression in developing and adult vagina, \textit{HoxA-13} is essential for the formation of the umbilical arteries (Stadler \textit{et al.} 2001) and \textit{HoxA-13} homozgyous null mice die \textit{in utero} from stenosis of the umbilical arteries (Warot \textit{et al.} 1997).

The female reproductive system of monotremes (egg-laying mammals) and other amniotes is radically different from marsupial and placental mammals (therians; figure 1b). In therians, for example, eggshell formation no longer occurs, the uterus nourishes the developing embryo through a vascular placenta and a novel structure, the vagina, has evolved (Romer & Parsons 1997). These structural and functional changes occurred relatively recently compared to other major morphological innovations, such as the fin–limb transition, which might have occurred too long ago to test for adaptive molecular evolution using current methods. Remarkably, positive selection has been detected in extremely ancient events, including \textit{xanthine dehydrogenase} genes in the common ancestor of plants and animals (Rodriguez-Trelles \textit{et al.} 2003), \textit{phytochrome A} genes in early angiosperms (Mathews \textit{et al.} 2003) and in the \textit{Tropolin C} gene family at the base of the vertebrates (Bielawski & Yang 2003), demonstrating that directional selection can be detected in ancient gene duplication events upon optimal sequence divergence.

\textit{Hox} genes are composed of two exons: exon 1 encodes an amino-terminal domain, which may regulate functional specificity through cofactor associations and exon 2 encodes the highly conserved homeodomain. The con-
ing episodic adaptive evolution that incorporated ancestral sequence reconstruction to identify ancestral lineages with elevated $d_S/d_S$. This method has been modified by Yang (1998) into a maximum-likelihood framework that averages over all possible ancestral sequences at each interior node in the tree and accounts for the transition–transversion rate ratio ($\kappa$), the structure of the genetic code and different base frequencies at codon positions (Goldman & Yang 1994). These codon-based likelihood models allow $d_S/d_S$ to vary among lineages and can be used to construct likelihood-ratio tests that examine whether lineages have experienced episodes of positive selection. The codon-substitution model has been further refined to detect molecular adaptation at specific amino acid sites along specific lineages (Yang & Nielsen 2002).

The origin of the mammalian female reproductive tract provides an excellent opportunity to investigate the molecular evolution of developmental genes recently involved in the evolution of novel structures, including the uterus, vagina and placenta. We examined HoxA-11 and HoxA-13 genes from mammals and other species using codon-based maximum-likelihood models of evolution to test the idea that adaptive evolution of transcription factor proteins is involved in the origin of novel characters.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Polymerase chain reaction and sequencing

Most Hox genes are composed of two exons, separated by an intron of variable length. Exon 1 encodes the amino-terminal domain and exon 2 encodes the highly conserved homeodomain. We amplified exon 1 of Hox-A-11 by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) from the genomic DNA of cow (Bos taurus), armadillo (Dasypus), hyrax (Procavia capensis), opossum (Didelphis virginiana), platypus (Ornithorhynchus anatinus), echidna (Tachyglossus aculeatus) and tortoise (Gecelomemigra porteri) using amniote-specific degenerate primers (Hox-A-11-forward: 5'-ATGGATTTTGATGAGCGTGKTCCYTGYT-3', Hox-A-11-reverse: 5'-GCMTCTGCAACCTGATC-3'). PCR products were cloned into the pGEM-T vector (Promega). Cloned PCR products were sequenced in both directions by dideoxy chain termination using Big Dye chemistry and an automated sequencer. Multiple colonies (at least four) were sequenced for each species.

The human (Homo sapiens, NM 005523), rat (Rattus norvegicus, NW 046692), mouse (Mus musculus, NM 010450), chicken (Gallus gallus, AF327372) and Xenopus tropicalis (AF287140) Hox-A-11 sequences were cloned and sequenced. The origin of the mammalian female reproductive tract provides an excellent opportunity to investigate the molecular evolution of developmental genes recently involved in the evolution of novel structures, including the uterus, vagina and placenta. We examined HoxA-11 and HoxA-13 genes from mammals and other species using codon-based maximum-likelihood models of evolution to test the idea that adaptive evolution of transcription factor proteins is involved in the origin of novel characters.

Hox-A-11 and Hox-A-13 amino acid sequences were initially aligned in ClustalW (Higgins et al. 1994) and manually adjusted in Se-Al (Rambaut 1996). Alignment gaps, regions of ambiguous alignment and exon 2 were excluded from the analysis, resulting in a Hox-A-11 dataset 185 codons long and a Hox-A-13 dataset 114 codons long. As an initial exploration of the data we estimated the

Figure 1. Hox gene expression pattern and the evolution of the female reproductive tract. (a) HoxA-13 to HoxA-9 are located at the 5’ end of the HoxA cluster and are expressed in the same regions in the adult as in the embryo: HoxA-13 (green), HoxA-11 (yellow), HoxA-10 (orange) and HoxA-9 (blue). (b) Tetrapod phylogeny showing representative female reproductive systems from each group (amphibian ovaries shown only on the left).

(b) Sequence analysis

Hox-A-11 and Hox-A-13 amino acid sequences were initially aligned in ClustalW (Higgins et al. 1994) and manually adjusted in Se-Al (Rambaut 1996). Alignment gaps, regions of ambiguous alignment and exon 2 were excluded from the analysis, resulting in a Hox-A-11 dataset 185 codons long and a Hox-A-13 dataset 114 codons long. As an initial exploration of the data we estimated the
average $d_{S}$ and $d_{N}$ and the $d_{S}/d_{N}$ ratio using the methods of Nei & Gojobori (1986) and Li (1993).

We used codon-based maximum-likelihood models of coding sequence evolution (Goldman & Yang 1994) implemented in CODEML in the PAML package of programs (v. 3.14; Yang 1997) to test for lineages and amino acid sites under positive selection. We used the generally accepted sarcopterygian phylogeny for the input tree; because HoxA-11 and HoxA-13 are single copy genes in tetrapods the true gene tree is the species tree. In addition, the branching order of the major tetrapod groups is well supported by numerous molecular and morphological studies (Killian et al. 2001; Phillips & Penny 2003; Woodburne et al. 2003). Initial branch lengths for the input trees were determined under the one-ratio model (M0) for HoxA-11 and HoxA-13; these branch lengths were used as starting values for more complex models. To conserve computation time and examine the effects of taxon sampling on our results we ran multiple analyses on the HoxA-11 dataset including additional and alternate taxa in each analysis. This included replacing human and hyrax with armadillo and mouse, replacing chicken with tortoise, and including armadillo and cow in the eutherian clade.

We used three models to test for positive selection in the stem lineage of therians and the stem lineage of eutherians (branches $T$ and $E$ in figure 2). The simplest model (the one-ratio model) estimates the same $d_{S}/d_{N}$ ratio for all branches in the tree and is the null model that more complex models are tested against. To test for positive selection we used two- and three-ratios models that estimate an independent $d_{S}/d_{N}$ ratio for the lineages of interest (foreground lineages) and all other branches (background lineages). These three models are nested and compared using the likelihood-ratio test statistic to examine if lineages of interest have $d_{S}/d_{N}$ ratios that are significantly different from other lineages. Twice log-likelihood difference between models, $2\Delta l = 2(\ell_{j} - \ell_{0})$, is compared with a $\chi^{2}$ distribution with the degrees of freedom equal to the number of parameter differences in the models. If a lineage of interest has a $d_{S}/d_{N} > 1$ and the likelihood ratio test is significant, then the neutral model of evolution is violated and positive selection is indicated.

A limitation of lineage-specific models is that they do not allow for variable $d_{S}/d_{N}$ among sites and can only detect positive selection if the average $d_{S}$ is greater than the average $d_{N}$. Thus, if adaptive evolution affects only a few amino acids while most sites are conserved, such as in the acquisition of a novel/secondary function that preserves the ancestral function, lineage-specific models may lack the power to detect selection (Yang & Nielsen 2002).

Recently, codon-substitution models have been developed that can detect positively selected sites along specific lineages (Yang & Nielsen 2002). These branch-site models account for rate variation among sites and lineages and are powerful tools for detecting episodic adaptive evolution. Branch-site model A assumes the background branches (those not under directional selection) have $\omega_{0} = 0$ and $\omega_{1} = 1$ and is an extension of the site-specific ‘neutral’ model M1, which assumes two site classes with $\omega_{0} = 0$ and $\omega_{1} = 1$ in all lineages. In model B, $\omega_{0}$ and $\omega_{1}$ are estimated from the data as free parameters. Model B is an extension of the site-specific model M3 (discrete) to two site classes. In both models A and B the foreground lineage (the lineage suspected of being under directional selection), specified a priori, has an additional $\omega$ parameter ($\omega_{2}$) that may be greater than one.

Similar to the lineage-specific models, a likelihood ratio test is used to determine if the alternate models (A and B) are significantly better than the null models (M1 and M3 with two site classes). After likelihood estimates of parameters are obtained, an empirical Bayes approach is used to infer the probability that an amino acid falls into a particular site class. Sites with a posterior probability of greater than 0.5 are reported here. We assessed the effect of positively selected sites on likelihood estimates of $\omega$ by selectively removing positive sites with posterior probabilities under a certain threshold value (see tables 1 and 2) and reanalysing the data with both branch-specific and branch-site models.

To ensure convergence of the maximum-likelihood estimates generated under the branch-specific and branch-site models we altered the starting values of the $d_{S}/d_{N}$ ratio (initial $\omega = 0.1, 0.4, 1.0$ and 2), the transition: transversion ratio (initial $\kappa = 0, 0.5, 2$ and 4) and the equilibrium codon frequencies ($f = f_{3} \times 4$ and 61) in the substitution model and reanalysed the data. Additionally, we also examined the effects of ancestral sequence reconstruction on our results by comparing reconstructions generated by maximum likelihood and maximum parsimony using BASEML and PAMPH programs in the PAML package (v. 3.14; Yang 1997).
Table 1. Maximum-likelihood parameter estimates for *HoxA-11*.  
(p is the number of free parameters for the ω ratios, sig. is the χ²-significance value of the model when compared with the one-ratio or 'neutral' models (see §2b). Parameters indicating positive selection are presented in bold type; those in parentheses are not free parameters but are presented for clarity. Positively selected sites are identified using the human *HoxA-11* sequence as the reference followed by the posterior probability (PP) that each site falls into the site class ω > 1. T refers to the stem lineage of therians. E refers to the stem lineage of eutherians.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>model</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>λ</th>
<th>sig.</th>
<th>estimates of parameters</th>
<th>positive sites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M0: one ratio</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-2135.94</td>
<td></td>
<td>ω₀ = 0.133</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>branch-specific</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two ratios</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-2134.19</td>
<td>ρ = 0.06</td>
<td>ω₀ = 0.127, ω₂ = ∞ (5.9/0)</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>three ratios</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-2132.56</td>
<td>ρ = 0.03</td>
<td>ω₀ = 0.116, ω₂ = ∞ (5.2/0), ω₁ = 0.241</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'neutral'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1: neutral</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-2132.28</td>
<td></td>
<td>p₀ = 0.603, ω₀ = 0, (p₁ = 0.395), ω₁ = 1</td>
<td>not allowed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3: discrete (k = 2)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-2090.72</td>
<td></td>
<td>p₀ = 0.748, ω₀ = 0.032, (p₁ = 0.252), ω₁ = 0.508</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>branch-site</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model A (E)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-2122.20</td>
<td>ρ &lt; 0.01</td>
<td>p₀ = 0.585, p₁ = 0.324, (p₂ + p₃ = 0.091), ω₂ = 2.62</td>
<td>58,228 (0.79 &lt; PP &lt; 0.85); 70,80 (0.90 &lt; PP &lt; 0.95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model B (E)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-2087.71</td>
<td>ρ = 0.05</td>
<td>p₀ = 0.716, ω₀ = 0.028, p₁ = 0.233, ω₁ = 0.511, (p₂ + p₃ = 0.051), ω₂ = 2.67</td>
<td>58 (PP = 0.77); 82 (PP = 0.97)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Maximum-likelihood parameter estimates for *HoxA-13*.  
(p is the number of free parameters for the ω ratios, sig. is the χ²-significance value of the model when compared with the one-ratio or 'neutral' models (see §2b; n.s., not significant). Parameters indicating positive selection are presented in bold type, those in parentheses are not free parameters but are presented for clarity. Positively selected sites are identified using the human *HoxA-13* sequence as the reference followed by the posterior probability (PP) that each site falls into the site class ω > 1. T refers to the stem lineage of therians. E refers to the stem lineage of eutherians.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>model</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>λ</th>
<th>sig.</th>
<th>estimates of parameters</th>
<th>positive sites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M0: one ratio</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1210.76</td>
<td></td>
<td>ω₀ = 0.153</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>branch-specific</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two ratios</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-1206.08</td>
<td>ρ &lt; 0.01</td>
<td>ω₀ = 0.114, ω₂ = 2.1</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>three ratios</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-1205.38</td>
<td>ρ &lt; 0.01</td>
<td>ω₀ = 0.102, ω₂ = 2.01, ω₁ = 0.276</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'neutral'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1: neutral</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1219.27</td>
<td></td>
<td>p₀ = 0.538, ω₀ = 0, (p₁ = 0.462), ω₁ = 1</td>
<td>not allowed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3: discrete (k = 2)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-1200.27</td>
<td></td>
<td>p₀ = 0.563, ω₀ = 0.023, (p₁ = 0.436), ω₁ = 0.359</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>branch-site</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model A (T)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-1215.43</td>
<td>ρ = 0.02</td>
<td>p₀ = 0.523, p₁ = 0.362, (p₂ + p₃ = 0.115), ω₂ = 5.7</td>
<td>36 (PP = 0.67); 1,16,19,60,105 (0.75 &lt; PP &lt; 0.85); 33,48 (PP = 0.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model B (T)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-1194.45</td>
<td>ρ &lt; 0.01</td>
<td>p₀ = 0.576, ω₀ = 0.031, p₁ = 0.273, ω₁ = 0.327, (p₂ + p₃ = 0.151), ω₂ = 14.59</td>
<td>36,101,114 (0.60 &lt; PP &lt; 0.70); 68,106 (0.71 &lt; PP &lt; 0.80); 74,185,210,222 (0.81 &lt; PP &lt; 0.90); 23,71,100,108,117,160 (0.91 &lt; PP &lt; 0.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model A (E)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-1217.36</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>p₀ = 0.537, p₁ = 0.433, (p₂ + p₃ = 0.03), ω₂ = 30.22</td>
<td>51,64 (0.60 &lt; PP &lt; 0.65); 84 (PP = 0.96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model B (E)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-1197.35</td>
<td>ρ = 0.05</td>
<td>p₀ = 0.463, ω₀ = 0.005, p₁ = 0.488, ω₁ = 0.283, (p₂ + p₃ = 0.049), ω₂ = 56.69</td>
<td>166 (PP = 0.50); 108,150 (PP = 0.82); 13,84 (PP = 0.98)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. RESULTS

(a) Preliminary data analysis

We analysed the evolution of HoxA-11, which is expressed in the lower uterus, uterine cervix and endometrial cells (Satokata et al. 1995; Taylor et al. 1997; figure 1a), using three estimators of $d_N$ and $d_S$ and the $d_N/d_S$ ratio: the methods of Nei & Gojobori (1986: NG86) and Li (1993: Li93) and codon-based maximum-likelihood models of coding sequence evolution. NG86 and Li93 gave very similar estimates of $d_N$ and $d_S$ and here we report only those estimates for NG86. The average $d_N$ and $d_S$ for HoxA-11 were 0.106 and 1.49, respectively, whereas the $d_N/d_S$ ratio ranged from 0.037 to 0.226. The average $d_N$ and $d_S$ for HoxA-13 were 0.155 and 1.43, respectively, whereas the $d_N/d_S$ ratio ranged from 0.031 to 0.188. These results indicate that HoxA-11 and HoxA-13 are generally under strong purifying selection. Finally, ancestral sequence reconstructions were robust to reconstruction method and likelihood and parsimony generated the same sequences. The sequences generated in this study have been deposited in GenBank under the accession numbers AY677108–AY677113.

(b) Adaptive evolution of HoxA-11 in the stem lineage of placental mammals

Pairwise estimators of the $d_N$ and $d_S$ such as NG86 and Li93, are best suited for detecting strong episodes of positive selection between species pairs, but are poor at identifying episodic adaptive evolution and do not account for phylogenetic structure. Codon-based maximum-likelihood models of evolution can account for phylogenetic structure and are valuable tools for hypothesis testing in molecular evolution. The one-ratio model is the simplest, estimating the same $d_N/d_S$ ratio ($\omega$) for all branches in the phylogeny (Goldman & Yang 1994; Yang 1997). The estimate of $\omega$ under this model, 0.133, is an average over all codons and branches and highlights the dominant role of purifying selection on HoxA-11. To test for directional selection we used a two-ratios model that estimated the $\omega$ of the stem lineage of therians ($\omega_T$) separately from all other branches ($\omega_0$) and three-ratios model that estimated $\omega_T$ and the $\omega$ of the stem lineage of eutherians ($\omega_E$) separately from each other and all other branches ($\omega_0$). The two-ratios and three-ratios models fit the data marginally better and significantly better than the one-ratio model (table 1), respectively, suggesting an episode of directional selection in the stem lineage of therians followed by purifying selection or weak directional selection in the stem lineage of eutherians (table 1 and figure 2). Results from different HoxA-11 datasets were similar to above and were robust to taxon sampling and starting parameters. Here, we report on the simplest dataset (shown in figure 2) for clarity.

We used branch-site models (Yang & Nielsen 2002) to determine which amino acid sites were under positive selection in the stem lineages of therians and eutherians. We proposed that specific amino acid changes may have been important in the adaptation of HoxA-11 (and HoxA-13) to new cofactor associations in derived cell types and structures, such as in endometrial cells, the lower uterus and cervix. Cofactor associations are important for the function of Hox proteins (Mann & Morata 2000) and interactions with cofactors may be critical for the binding specificity of Hox proteins.

Parameter estimates under branch-site models A and B with the stem lineage of therians as the foreground (branch T in figure 2) suggested that all codon sites were positively selected ($\omega = 999$) with a posterior probability of 1, these spurious results may be related to short branch length. Interestingly, Suzuki & Nei (2004) have recently reported similar results when using a star phylogeny, suggesting the failure to estimate reliable rate parameters may be due to short internal branch lengths or poorly resolved phylogenies. In the stem lineage of eutherians (branch E in figure 2), parameter estimates under model A suggest that 58% of sites were highly constrained ($\omega_0 = 0$), 32% were nearly neutral ($\omega_1 = 1$) and 10% (seven sites) were under directional selection ($\omega_2 = 2.62$) (electronic Appendix A, figure 3). Parameter estimates under model B are similar to model A and suggest that 72% of sites were highly constrained ($\omega_0 = 0.03$), 23% were weakly constrained ($\omega_1 = 0.51$) and 5% (six sites) were under directional selection along this branch ($\omega_2 = 2.67$) (electronic Appendix A, figure 3). Branch-site models A and B fit the data much better than the neutral models M1 and M3 (table 1). These results are consistent with results of the lineage-specific models indicating that HoxA-11 was under strong directional selection during the evolution of early placental mammals.

Recently, branch-site models have been found to have a high rate of type-I error under some circumstances (Zhang 2004). We examined the sensitivity of our results to the presence of positively selected sites by sequentially removing sites with the highest posterior probabilities and reanalysing the data. We found that removing sites in the class $\omega_2 > 1$ with a posterior probability greater than 0.90, identified from model A, reduced the $\omega$ of branch E to the background ratio and reduced models A and B to the neutral models, indicating that these sites are the main reason for the increased substitution rates in branch E. Estimates for branch T and the background ratio were unaffected, showing that positive selection acting on sites with a posterior probability greater than 0.9 in branch E is the main reason for the increased substitutions rate.

(c) Adaptive evolution of HoxA-13 in the stem lineage of placental mammals

We explored whether directional selection was also acting on HoxA-13 during the evolution of early mammals. HoxA-13 is expressed in the developing and adult vagina and in the umbilical arteries, novel structures that evolved in therians that have no homologues in other groups (Starck 1975). Unfortunately, we were unsuccessful in amplifying the monotreme HoxA-13 gene, a difficulty also noted by other researchers (Mortlock et al. 2000). Thus, there is a long branch that corresponds to the divergence of sauropsids and therian mammals. The branch-specific one-ratio (M0) model estimates $\omega = 0.153$. This low $d_N/d_S$ ratio indicates that HoxA-13 is generally under relatively strong purifying selection, similar to HoxA-11 and other Hox genes (Fares et al. 2003). The two- and three-ratio models, which allow $\omega$ values of the therian and eutherian stem lineages (branches T and E in figure 2) to vary from the background ratio and each other, identified an episode of positive selection in the stem lineage of therians ($\omega_T = 2.10$) and an elevated $d_N/d_S$ in the stem lineage of eutherians ($\omega_E = 0.276$) relative to the background.

ratio ($\omega_0 = 0.102$). Both the two- and three-ratio models are significantly better than the one-ratio model (table 2).

Branch-site models A and B with the stem lineage of therians as the foreground identified 8 and 14 sites under directional selection, respectively, and fit the data much better than the neutral models (table 2 and electronic Appendix A, figure 3). Model A with the stem lineage of eutherians as the foreground identified three sites under directional selection ($\omega_2 = 30.22$) (electronic Appendix A, figure 3). This model, however, is no better than the neutral model M1 (table 2). Model B with the stem lineage of eutherians as the foreground lineage identified five sites under directional selection ($\omega_2 = 56.69$; electronic Appendix A, figure 3), this model is better than the neutral model at the 5% significance level (table 2). Hence we conclude there is evidence for strong positive selection on HoxA-13 in the stem lineage of therian mammals, but there is less evidence for directional selection on HoxA-13 in the stem lineage of eutherians than for HoxA-11. We note that the elevated substitution rate observed in the lineage-specific model and the positively selected amino acids identified in the branch-site models could have occurred at any time during a ca. 200 Myr interval between the divergence of sauropsids (birds and reptiles) and therian mammals (Kumar & Hedges 1998).

We also examined the sensitivity of the HoxA-13 results to the presence of positively selected sites by following the same procedure of site removal as for HoxA-11 (described in §3b). We found that removing sites in the class $\omega > 1$ with a posterior probability greater than 0.75 reduced the value of $\omega$ of branch T to 0.889 and branch E to 0.335. Although these estimates of $\omega$ are greater than the background ratio (0.103), neither the two-ratios nor the three-ratios models are statistically distinguishable from neutral models. Similar results are obtained with branch-sites models A and B, which still identify a class of sites with $\omega > 1$ (consisting of sites from the complete dataset that were not removed) but are no better than neutral models. Interestingly, these results indicate that sites with a posterior probability less than 0.75 of being in the site class $\omega > 1$ still contribute to the increased substitution rates in branch-specific models.

4. DISCUSSION

The evolution of mammals is associated with radical changes in their reproductive biology, particularly the structure and function of the female reproductive organs. These changes include the evolution of the uterus, cervix, vagina, placenta and specialized cell types associated with each of those structures. The results presented above show that the Abd-B related genes of the HoxA cluster, HoxA-11 and HoxA-13, were under strong directional selection in the stem lineages of therian and eutherian mammals. The known functions for these genes are body axis development (Kessel & Gruss 1990), limb development (Haack & Gruss 1993), blood cell differentiation (van Oostveen et al. 1999), female reproductive system development (Taylor et al. 1997) and formation of umbilical arteries (Warot et al. 1997; Stadler et al. 2001). Out of these, only the function in the mammalian female reproductive organs and umbilicus originated coincident with the inferred selective episode reported here. Thus, the adaptive changes in these Hox proteins were most probably caused by their recruitment into novel developmental and cell biological functions associated with the evolution of the placenta, the uterus, endometrial cells and the vagina in mammals. Although positive selection has been identified in many genes (reviewed in Yang & Bielawski 2000), only recently has positive selection been identified in transcription factor genes (Martinez-Castilla & Alvarez-Buylla 2003; Fares et al. 2003). To our knowledge, this is the first case in which a specific evolutionary change in development has been demonstrated to be coincident with adaptive molecular evolution of development control genes.

In recent years, there has been an accumulation of experimental evidence that transcription factors do not remain functionally equivalent during evolution (Ranganayakulu et al. 1998; Grenier & Carroll 2000; Galant & Carroll 2002; Ronshaugen et al. 2002). Although these experimental studies clearly demonstrate that the function of transcription factors has changed during evolution, it is not clear if these differences are the result of adaptive molecular evolution. There are, by contrast, several studies that provide evidence of the action of diversifying selection acting on transcription factor genes (Barrier et al. 2001), but it remains unclear whether these adaptive changes are related to novel developmental functions or other physiological adaptations unrelated to their role in development. We think that the origin of mammalian female reproductive organs and recent advances in methods for detecting molecular adaptation will provide an excellent opportunity to investigate adaptive changes associated with the recruitment of transcription factor genes into derived developmental functions.
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